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Abstract. Effectively managing decentralized applications in cloud en-
vironments using a decentralized control paradigm is essential, as cur-
rent cloud providers usually only offer a control interface for monitoring
cloud infrastructures. This study proposes a decentralized service control
framework for implementing the control across various organizations and
coordinating collaboration among operators in a decentralized applica-
tion. The proposed framework allows a consortium of organizations to
control a shared distributed cloud infrastructure decentralized reliably.
A consensus mechanism within the framework enables mutual coordina-
tion between the operators. This mechanism also uses an incentive proto-
col to enforce pro-active behavior and collaboration. We implement the
framework with Hyperledger Fabric, and our experiments demonstrate
its usability, reliability, and acceptable performance.

Keywords: decentralized control · decentralized applications · consen-
sus mechanism · collaboration protocol.

1 Introduction

Recently, decentralized applications (dApps) have been employed in various in-
dustrial sectors, such as car sharing [12], data management [2], and finance [17].
The enabling technologies for dApps, such as Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS),
have been included in numerous public cloud providers as part of their ser-
vice portfolio, e.g., in Azure and AWS [3]. BaaS provides dApps with elas-
tic distributed cloud infrastructures and often is operated using consortium
blockchains. Current cloud providers usually offer a control interface for monitor-
ing the cloud infrastructure, which is only for individual cloud service levels but
not sufficient for dApps deployed by a consortium of organizations across differ-
ent providers. Moreover, for dApps in cloud environments, it is only possible to
track a failing part of the system, but organizations have no collaborative way to
control the different cloud infrastructures. It is essential to implement the con-
trol across these various organizations and collaborate to achieve global control.
Therefore, a collaborative, decentralized control system on cloud infrastructures
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for a dApp is needed. In this research, we mainly focus on the question: how
to effectively manage a dApp in cloud environments with a decentralized control
paradigm? To answer this main research question, we analyze the requirements
for a dApp control framework and conclude that control architecture and gov-
ernance architecture are responsible for meeting decentralized requirements. In
addition, coordination of decentralized control actions, including significant as-
pects of the consensus between peers and how to incentive collaboration between
different peers, need to be investigated [14,15].

2 Decentralized service control framework

In the literature, a variety of frameworks [6,7,10] for assessing the quality of ser-
vices offered by different software producing organizations has been introduced.
However, a control framework requires a peer-to-peer (p2p) control architec-
ture [1] and an on-chain governance architecture [11] to control shared cloud
infrastructures and maintain a high Quality of Service (QoS) of a dApp. In ad-
dition, a collaborative and proactive network in the control framework is needed.
This study introduces a decentralized service control framework (DSConf) and
elaborates on its architecture and constituent components.

2.1 Architecture design

Operator agent, decentralized control consensus, and dApp/service control agent
are the main components of the DSConf (see Figure 1). The operator agent rep-
resents the operator of each organization in a dApp network, and it invokes the
control layers which define different decentralized control patterns within the
decentralized service control agent. Multiple control layers can be considered in
a control architecture [16]. The lower-level control layer directly controls infras-
tructures/devices. The higher-level control layer is comprised of proposals and
followed by a reply to execute or not (remote operators service operation) [13].
We also sub-divided service invocations into two categories: local dApp service
invocations and remote dApp service invocations. Local dApp service invocations
are performed by local services and consist of two control patterns: 1) operations
on local service invoked by a local operator; 2) operations on local service in-
voked by remote operators. The Infrastructure as Code (IaC) service is invoked
by logic defined on-chain in the first control pattern. The operator can call a
local service function, and the function invokes the IaC service, which changes
the state of the concerned infrastructure. In the second control pattern, a remote
operator can propose a local dApp service invocation to one of the participat-
ing operators in the network. Remote dApp service invocations are performed
on remote services (e.g., AWS). There are also two remote control patterns: 1)
operations on remote services invoked by a local operator; 2) operations on re-
mote services. In the first control pattern, an operator invokes a remote service.
The second control pattern is a proposal sent to a global operator to invoke
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a remote service. We provide a global coordination mechanism for decentral-
ized control consensus to achieve on-chain governance in a p2p network. With
the mechanism, an operator can vote on a particular proposal that affects the
whole network. Decentralized service control agent - In the decentralized

Fig. 1. Architecture design DSConf

service control agent, the network operators can execute and propose different
control patterns. The service operations can be invoked locally and remotely.
This decentralized service control agent uses the Co-util protocol to incentivize
operators to list/verify these service invocations and propose/execute them.

Local dApp service invocation can be performed without a proposal to
DSConf and can act quickly if the QoS declines and concerns the operator’s part
of the shared infrastructures. The operator can invoke local services that invoke
the IaC service (scale VM, migrate services, etc.), which will change the state of
the infrastructure. Local dApp service invocations by remote operators make use
of a proposed mechanism. We suppose an operator from organization X detects
a decline in the QoS of the dApp caused by the infrastructure that organiza-
tion Y provided. In that case, the operator from organization X can propose
specific local dApp service invocations to organization Y. The operator from
organization Y can accept/decline this proposal. By accepting the proposal, the
IaC service will be invoked by the on-chain logic of the local service. Remote
dApp service invocation is a possibility that an operator performs a remote
dApp service invocation. For example, a service invocation on the AWS platform
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is not implemented locally. After executing this service invocation, the opera-
tor can list the performed remote dApp service invocation. The remote dApp
service invocation will be verifiable. The incentive for listing these invocations
will be explained in section 2.1. Remote dApp service invocations by remote
operators make use of remote operators (proposal). For instance, an operator
from organization X can send a proposal to organization Y to perform a remote
dApp service invocation. The operator replies to this request and performs the
specific operational invocation on a remote service. This reply triggers the oper-
ational invocation to get automatically listed to be verified by another operator.
The following types of the remote dApp service invocation by remote opera-
tors: Propose remote dApp service invocation. Define: proposal id, organization
id that proposes, organization id proposed to, service operation, description,
remote dApp service invocation bit (e.q. operator A proposes a remote dApp
service invocation to operator B). Reply to a remote dApp service invocation
proposal. Define: proposal id, reply (e.q. Operator B replies to the remote dApp
service invocation proposal. On agreement, the proposal gets listed to be veri-
fied by another operator. Operator B’s service invocation uses a different system
(e.q. AWS dashboard)).Verify listed service invocation. The collaboration pro-
tocol supports the decentralized service control agent to create a collaborative
p2p network of operators. Often peers in a network need an incentive to help
others. Our framework implemented a protocol that lets operators gain voting
power by helping others. Moreover, the voting power can be used in the global
coordination mechanism. The collaboration protocol exists in two parts: DSConf
introduces non-transferable tokens representing the network’s voting power. The
non-transferable token represents an operator’s voting power within the network.
It can be used in the weighted voting of the global DSConf proposal mechanism.
An operator receives an initial amount of non-transferable tokens by joining the
network: Iamount. The Co-Util protocol is introduced to enforce the operators
to collaborate by increasing the operator’s utility when helping other operators
instead of displaying selfish behavior [4]. The action operators can take and the
corresponding pay-off. Following the pay-off matrix, operators get rewarded for
proposing, invoking, and verifying service invocations: the different operational
control patterns and the associated rewards/penalties.

2.2 Decentralized control consensus

An on-chain voting mechanism can enable the consortium to change/maintain
the DSConf network. The global proposal module consists of four functions:Create
a vote, which is an index, title, description, creator, timestamp, duration, list
of operators that agree, list of operators that disagree, answer if is passed or
did not pass. Reply on a vote, which is an index of the vote someone wants to
reply to, the reply (agree/disagree).Close a vote, which is an index of the vote
someone wants to close. Get all votes.

In addition, vote options could be about the following topics: 1) creating new
control functions; 2) blocking operators; 3) onboarding operators.
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Voting incentivization protocol There is a need for a voting incentivization
protocol to incentivize operators to behave pro-actively in these votes. The voting
mechanism will use non-transferable tokens that represent the voting power of
an operator. This voting power can be used in global proposals. Every peer in the
DSConf network will get an initial amount of Iamount by joining the network. The
stakes will be evenly distributed in the initial state of the DSConf network [5] [9].
A Proof of Stake(PoS) mechanism will be used to incentivize operators to vote
on these proposals because choices often have to be made quickly. There has to
be an incentive for the operators to reply as soon as possible. A debating period
can be set for a vote in the voting process. When someone responds within the
debating period, her new stake will be Camount + REWARD. Where Camount

is the current amount of voting power the operator posses. If the participant of
the DSConf did not manage to vote within this period, the penalty would be
that they get slashed. This means that the new amount of their stake will be
Camount − PENALTY [8]. Development proposal. The DSConf network could
deploy new functionalities, update current functionalities, or change existing
governance mechanisms. One of the participating organizations/operators can
negotiate an off-chain deal to hire a developer. After that, the operator can vote
to decide if the DSConf agrees with the proposal and the negotiated terms. If the
DSConf agrees, everybody has to deposit the funds off-chain to the operator that
arranged the proposal. Granted that everybody deposits, the operators confirm
the proposal with the developer. Block/unblock malicious operator. A vote could
be about blocking malicious operators. If the malicious activity is monitored, an
operator can invoke a vote, report an operator, and describe the violation. If the
vote passes, the operator is blocked for a certain amount of time. On-boarding
proposal. The proposal could also be about onboarding an organization. There
can be a vote to decide if a new organization can be added to the DSConf
network.

3 Experiments

The purpose of our experiments is to verify the key performance indicators of the
DSConf. These indicators are 1) usability, 2) reliability, 3) time-critical perfor-
mance. The transactions to the DSConf chaincode contracts will be executed and
captured in a shell environment. We observe the operator states as the output
of the chaincode invocation for each control pattern.

Usability - In this section, the usability of DSConf is tested. We test the
operational action contracts, and there are four control patterns and a voting
mechanism that need to be tested. After every experiment of a control pattern,
the ledger is re-initiated and the contracts redeployed, so the results are more
straightforward to understand. Local dApp service invocation by local operator,
in which the operator Org1MSP invokes a local service operation, and it does
not need approval from others to invoke this operation. After executing the
invocation functions, we can retrieve the different operators to see if the reward
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of +2 is assigned to Org1MSP. In table 1, we can see that the reward is assigned
correctly.

Table 1. Operators state with different control functions

Control pattern
OclToken

Reply
Org1MSP Org2MSP Org3MSP

Local-Local 202 200 200 -

Local-Remote
202 201 200 Agree
199 200.5 200 Disagree

Remote-Local 201 202 200 -

Remote-Remote
201 200 200 Agree
201 202 201 Disagree

Global 200 200 200 -

Reliability - The reliability of the DSConf network can be tested by experi-
menting with the disruption of the network. Experiments regarding the reliability
of the service invocations are performed by executing the different functions im-
plemented in the Global DSConf voting contract. Important to mention is the
Vmin variable that is set to 60. This means that 60% of the organization has to
reply on a vote to pass. Org2MSP will be the organization that is offline in this
experiment. Subsequently, Org1MSP will create a vote and immediately reply
to this vote. After that, Org3MSP will reply and close the vote. The reliability
results show that if a disturbance in the network arises, in this case, one orga-
nization node that is unreachable in a network of three organization nodes, the
network still functions. The decentralized control functions in the network are
still operational, and control invocations can still be proposed to the unreachable
node. However, the unreachable node first has to be reachable again to invoke
control actions.

Table 2. Time spend of service invocation

Execution time - Milliseconds(MS)
Functions Average(10x)Fastest Slowest
Action proposal 2.24 1.51 3.33
Execute action by proposal 16.31 10.73 29.83
Execute action without pro-
posal

15.2516 10.48 25.12

List action 3.38 1.87 5.34
Reply proposal 16.18 14.21 20.11

Time critical performance In the performance experiments, the execution time
of the different functions is measured. These measurements of the DSConf are
essential because of the time-critical nature of certain service invocations. The
execution measurement is performed from the beginning of the chaincode call
until the end of the function executions, returning the return value and execution
time. Another critical aspect of the architecture is that functions within the
DSConf network are sequential. We measure the execution performance of the
chaincode functions. Every function is executed ten times to gather enough data.
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We evaluate the performance of service invocation and the global DSConf
voting mechanism. The ’ Execute action ’ function is the most crucial function
to measure execution time. This function has to perform time-critical operations
on the concerned infrastructure.

Table 3. Time spend of voting mechanism

Execution time - Milliseconds(MS)
Functions Average(10x)Fastest Slowest
Create vote 2.66 1.24 5.18
Reply vote 3.06 2.39 4.94
Close vote 6.42 5.81 7.93

In these experiments, the execution time of the different functions was mea-
sured. The essential functions to measure were the local dApp service invocation
functions. In table 2, these functions take around 16ms to execute, which is
within a second. However, the execution time does not include the invocation of
the IaC service. The other DSConf functions lie within an execution time of 2 to
30ms, also within a second. In table 3, we can see that the execution time of each
function in the voting mechanism is under 10ms. So the overall performance of
this experiment seems good.

4 Conclusion

In this research, we focus on how to effectively manage a dApp in cloud en-
vironments using a decentralized control paradigm. To conclude this question,
we provide a review of the decentralized control framework at first. The review
concludes that a p2p network and on-chain governance are essential for a de-
centralized control framework. In addition, there is a need for an incentive to
enforce collaboration between operators in the p2p network.

To coordinate the decentralized control action within a p2p network and
achieve on-chain governance, we provide a decentralized service control frame-
work DSConf. In DSConf, a decentralized service control agent that uses a collab-
oration protocol to incentivize operators to collaborate is provided. In addition, a
consensus voting mechanism enables mutual coordination between the operators
in the DSConf network. This mechanism also uses an incentivization protocol to
enforce pro-active behavior.
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